
TALKING AMISH
GUIDELINES FOR AMISH REASONS



WHO IS THIS GUY?
Slim Jims are like the official food of being a messy,  

bad-breath-having, fart-based-prank-pulling kind of dude. 
And that’s who we’re (proudly) talking to.



DUDES TALKING TO DUDES.
We’re don’t want to be another corporation trying to  
sound “hip.” We want to talk to dudes like they talk  

to each other. So we make fun of them.



AN AMISH DUDE 
IS STILL A DUDE.



AMISH DUDE. THE FACTS.
Just because his plain wife churns butter, he can’t  

churn it up? Psh. Jedediah is just a regular dude, minus 
the Internet and the mustache part of his beard.  

But nobody expects that.



OR “JED” AS HIS HOMEBOYS CALL HIM – 35 YEARS OF AMISH





A LITTLE BIT ABOUT JEDEDIAH.
He’s from a large family. He’s lived a quiet life (except that one 
summer in ’97 - we’ll get to that later). Hobbies include: raising 

barns, raising chickens, and raising ladies’ eyebrows with his 
handsomeness. He also likes woodworking. (Just like your mom 

does). He’s chosen to go into town for supplies because he knows 
how to speak to the young rapscallions there. So he’s heard it all 
before. His wife’s name is Martha. She’s as plain as she is plain. 



KNOW WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT  
AMISH GUYS WITH LARGE FAMILIES?



LARGE MEAT
STICKS.



IF HE COULD HAVE  
ONE MODERN LUXURY?

An X-box. He wants to know what this X is and how it got  
in that mysterious box. He would also like some of that  

really nice toilet paper. The 3-ply stuff.  





ABOUT THAT SUMMER IN ‘97...
Jed went to the big city (Philadelphia) to learn the ways  

of the world. He woke up two days later with a stolen copy of 
the script to Titanic, two empty handles of tequila, and a note 

from a girl named Monica from DC that said “thanks for the 
advice - I’m going for it!” He decided to stick with the church.

(Also, he used Velcro. Pretty rebellious for an Amish guy.) 





HE’S REALLY GOOD  
WITH HIS HANDS





HOW DOES AN AMISH MAN  
DO THE “TWEETS”? 

This isn’t just Jed’s first time using Twitter. It’s his first 
time on a computer. So we can assume there will be a 

rather large learning curve. He’ll have a “Slim Jim team” 
helping him out by translating his tweets for him, like 

“Instead of responding to your filthy question, Jed has 
started sarcastically praying for your soul.” 



THE AMISH BURN
The Amish are all about turning the other cheek,  

so our Amish guy isn’t an instigator. But when you come  
at him with some stupid question, he’ll take you down.



AN #AMISHBURN  
CONSISTS OF ONE OR MORE 

OF THESE ELEMENTS:



abcdef1: Nice outfit bro.
Slim Jim: @abcdef1  From your photograph, I don’t 
believe you are my brother. He is a cobbler who  
doesn’t have time to type questions to fictional 
internet strangers.

EXAMPLE TWEET

HAS NO CHILL
Holding back is just not the amish way.



abcdef1: Why don’t you have a mustache?
Slim Jim: @abcdef1  I used to have one, but your 
mother said it tickled.

EXAMPLE TWEET REPLY

HAS CONSORTED  
WITH YOUR MOTHER
After all, she is a handsome woman.



abcdef1: How do you wash your beard?
Slim Jim: @abcdef1  The same way you wash yours, 
sir. Oh. I see you aren’t old enough to grow one. Send 
me a telegram in 10 years.

EXAMPLE TWEET

IS QUICK
He’s heard it all before and is ready to go.



abcdef1: I get pictures of your mom through the mail.
Slim Jim: @abcdef1  The only portraiture done of my 
mother is an oil painting and I doubt you could afford 
the postage.

EXAMPLE TWEET REPLY

IS DEADER  
THAN DEADPAN
Because silliness and laughter are not 
a part of the Lord’s work.













THAT’S WHAT AN 
#AMISHBURN IS.



THIS IS WHAT AN  
#AMISHBURN ISN’T.



abcdef1: Did you know you’re a meme?
Slim Jim: @abcdef1  I am the dopest meme, bro. 

abcdef1: Did you know you’re a meme?
Slim Jim: @abcdef1  Note from the Slim Jim team:  
Jed assumed “meme” was some kind of Satanic curse 
and is now praying for your soul. So there’s that. 

NO. YES.

HE IS NOT UP ON THE LINGO.
If your grandma doesn’t use the word, neither does he. 



abcdef1: f*** you
Slim Jim: @abcdef1  well f*** you too
abcdef1: f*** you more
Slim Jim: @abcdef1  f*** you the most

abcdef1: f*** you
Slim Jim: @abcdef1  Someone needs to wash their 
mouth out with Slim Jims. 

NO. YES.

HE IS NOT HERE FOR FLAME WARS. 
He’s here to make sarcastic remarks, not make personal 
attacks or re-engage after initial contact.



abcdef1: You ever wanna try electricity?
Slim Jim: @abcdef1  Yes. Amish people are the worst. 

abcdef1: You ever wanna try electricity?
Slim Jim: @abcdef1  I’ll try electricity when you try 
good questions.

NO. YES.

HE IS NOT MEAN ABOUT AMISH PEOPLE. 
He’s a proud Amish man. He can poke fun at himself,  
but not his religion.



abcdef1: My sister thinks you’re hot.
Slim Jim: @abcdef1  Thanks!!!!!! Tell her I said hi ;) ;P

abcdef1: My sister thinks you’re hot.
Slim Jim: @abcdef1  I’ll introduce her to my friend.  
If what I hear about your sister is true, she enjoys  
at least two Mennonite.

NO. YES.

HE IS NOT SILLY OR GOOFY. 
Deadpan means no exclamation points, no excitement,  
and definitely no emojis. 



abcdef1: Sweet burn man, favorite commercial on TV
Slim Jim: @abcdef1 I’m glad you enjoyed my television  
debut. Please tell me what a television is so I can see it.

abcdef1: I hate Slim Jims
Slim Jim: @abcdef1 And I hate ugly profile photos,  
sir, but we’ve all got to deal with things we don’t like.

abcdef1: What’s it like living without the internet
Slim Jim: @abcdef1 It’s alright. What’s it like living 
without punctuaction?

abcdef1: Is Amish Mafia real?
Slim Jim: @abcdef1  I’ve never heard of such a thing, 
and I think it would be better if you hadn’t either, 
especially if a large man named Ezekiel asks. 

abcdef1: If you’re Amish how come you eat Slim Jims
Slim Jim: @abcdef1  That buggy ride was my first Slim 
Jim. If you’re curious what it’s like trying something 
for the first time, wait for your wedding night.

HOW DOES JED RESPOND?
Example Jed replies.



abcdef1: Are you my real dad?
Slim Jim: @abcdef1 Your mom should have told you that 
I’m far too busy raising barns to raise our love-children. 

abcdef1: What’s your horse’s name?
Slim Jim: @abcdef1 My horse’s name is also Jedediah 
because of some anatomical similarities. 

abcdef1: You ever churned butter?
Slim Jim: @abcdef1 Son, I’ve churned a lot of things. 
Things you could never imagine. But yes, butter is 
one of them.

abcdef1: Are you really Amish?
Slim Jim: @abcdef1  Note from the Slim Jim team: 
Jed is not answering this question because he has 
been silently whittling for an hour. Can anyone 
translate whittling? 

abcdef1: Do you have your own Twitter account?
Slim Jim: @abcdef1  I cannot grow a Twitter account 
because I am busy actually growing things. Like food. 
In the ground. 



To promote the Amish Takeover and get the word out,  
we’ll tag all posts from Jed and about Jed with the most 

popular user-created hashtag #AMISHBURN. 



BUT THE TEAM HAS GOT A LOT 
MORE ON HAND THAN JUST 

JED’S WORDS. WE’VE ALSO GOT: 



CONVERSATION STARTERS
Ways to get the twitter conversation going. 



CONVERSATION STARTERS CONT.
Some more ways to get the twitter conversation going. 



TEASER CONTENT (MAD LIBS)
Something to get some momentum around the start of the takeover. 
We’ll collect and post the best responses. 



TEASER CONTENT (ADDITIONAL)
Something to get some momentum around the start of the takeover. 
We’ll collect and post the best responses. 



RUMPSPRINGA 2: THE INTERNET
The paid post that introduces Jed to modern society.



MEMES
Something to share with your friends to remember  
our time together with Jed.

* All memes are FPO



REPLIES THROUGH THE MAIL
Throughout the takesover, we’ll remind people that Jed’s more comfortable 
sending things through the mail (as your mom already knows). So we offer  
to let the first 50 people DM us their addresses and we’ll send replies the  
old-fashioned way as well as through the fancy twitter thing.






